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ABSTRACT

Reflectarrays are traditionally passive, planar microstrip antenna devices designed for
reflected phase manipulation at each individual antenna element making up the array. By varying
the phase response across the surface with the antenna elements, reflectarrays allows a planar
surface to exhibit electromagnetically an arbitrary geometry, such as a spherical surface. Initially
proposed as a low-cost replacement for bulky parabolic reflectors, reflectarrays have been
successfully developed and utilized at both RF and millimeter-wave frequencies. From the
standpoint of an optical systems designer, adapting low-frequency reflectarray technology to
develop a sub-millimeter and infrared reflectarray (SMIR) would provide a highly desirable
alternative to similarly behaved polished or diffractive optical devices. Compared to traditional
optical reflectors, SMIRs should be cheaper to fabricate, have a smaller physical footprint, allow
for utility stacking, and encourage direct integration of aberration correction.
To demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing reflectarray technology at infrared (IR), a
simple SMIR proof of concept has been successfully designed, fabricated, and tested. The SMIR
is comprised of three independent arrays or “stripes” of a single size element on a coated optical
flat. Actual reflectarray elements consist of variable size patches that exhibit higher operating
bandwidths than reflectarrays utilizing other types of elements and are easier to fabricate at small
dimensions. For testing, each stripe element has been chosen to exhibit a unique phase shift for
measurement using an IR interferometer.
Preliminary investigation of future reflectarray development is also discussed. Emphasis
is placed on improving operating bandwidth, development of a planar focusing element, and
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aberration correction. With further development, SMIR technology should present a powerful
tool for low cost, flexible optical system design.
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To Grandma, I miss you.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Beamforming Antennas
Beamforming antennas are a sub-class of antennas comprising of an array of
antenna elements characterized by their ability to collectively exhibit a narrow radiated
beamwidth or a focusing wavefront [1.1]. Beamforming antennas are highly directive
antennas that find heavy usage at microwave frequencies where omni-directional
antennas would be undesirable, such as in satellite communication systems, line of sight
transmission systems, and scannable detectors. At higher frequencies, including visible
and infrared (IR) frequencies, beamforming antennas are often deployed as focusing
elements, directional detectors, and collimators. Although highly valued, beamsteering
antennas are not without their limitations. Two popular beamforming antenna
configurations, the reflector antenna and the phased array, will be briefly considered to
demonstrate the weakness and advantages of conventional beamforming antennas.

1.1.1 Notable Example: Reflector Antennas
Reflector antennas are one of the oldest and simplest known antenna devices and
have been deployed, in various forms, across the entire electromagnetic spectrum. In its
most basic configuration, the reflector antenna is simply a reflective surface of arbitrary
geometry impinged upon by electromagnetic radiation. Thus, the planar mirror could be
viewed as the earliest developed reflector antenna. From the planar mirror, additional
reflector antenna geometries have been developed at visible frequencies, such as the
focusing, spherical mirror. Reflector antenna development at microwave frequencies did
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not began to mature until World War II to meet the needs of the emerging field of radar
[1.2]. Now sold commercially for use in receiving telecommunication and television
signals, radio frequency (RF) reflector antennas continue to increase in popularity as an
integral part of most satellite communication systems [1.3].
Although several reflector antenna geometries have been used in the past, one of
the most popular geometries is the center-fed parabolic reflector. In the ideal center-fed
parabolic antenna reflector configuration, a point source is placed at the center of focus of
the paraboloidal reflector. Fields radiated from an ideal point source will inherently have
a spherical wavefront and when the radiated spherical wavefront impinges on the
paraboloidal shaped reflective surface, a planar or collimated wavefront will reflect.
Changing the wavefront of the feeding source or the physical geometry of the reflector
antenna will change the reflected wavefront, for example, if the source in the previous
example is replaced with a plane wave source, the reflected wavefront will become
spherical or if the reflector antenna is planar, the reflected wavefront will remain
spherical. Therefore, by knowing the incident feed wavefront it is possible to reflect an
arbitrary wavefront back through control of the physical geometry of the reflector
antenna.
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Figure 1.1: Parabolic Reflector with Planar Wavefront

Analysis of the parabolic reflector antenna and most conventional reflector
antennas can be carried out using an optical technique known as ray tracing [1.4 – 1.6].
Ray tracing is a technique for following wavefront propagation through an optical system
by applying Snell’s law at each surface of the optical system to rays that flow
perpendicular to the propagating wavefront. For the reflector antenna, only Snell’s law of
reflection is needed [1.7], or

rˆreflected = rˆincident − 2nˆ (rˆincident ⋅ nˆ )

Eq. 1-1

where the normal is the normal of the reflector surface at the point of incidence. Clearly,
the direction of the unit vector of the normal of the reflector surface that the incident ray
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observes is only dependent on the physical sag, or shape, of the reflector surface and the
position of the source to the point of incidence. Thus, by knowing the impinging
wavefront from the source and the position of the source, it is possible to choose reflector
geometries to introduce arbitrary wavefronts upon reflection simply by sampling across
the plane in which the reflector will be placed. Numerous commercially available ray
tracing design packages utilize this exact approach and support reflector development and
characterization natively [1.8 – 1.9].
The main advantage for reflector antennas, aside from simplistic design
procedure, is their potential for high radiation efficiency. Across the electromagnetic
spectrum, known high conductivity materials allow for low-loss upon reflection by the
reflector antenna. Without active components, reflector antennas are well suited for high
power applications and rarely need maintenance. In addition, with the capability of
collimation, reflector antennas exhibit high gain – often exceeding 60 dB at RF
frequencies [1.3].
Even with its numerous advantages, the reflector antenna exhibits several
distinctive limitations. In the traditional spherical and parabolic configurations, the
reflector is inherently bulky. Unlike planar antennas, the parabolic reflector, traditionally
physically thicker to maintain proper shape, prohibits folding for transport. Resulting
from the fact wavefront modification occurs due to physical path length differences,
reflector antennas cannot be made conformal, which restricts deployment on mobile
structures, such as vehicles or aircraft, where drag may become a concern. At shorter
wavelengths, the cost of fabrication increases because of increased sensitivity to height
variations on the antenna surface and diffraction at the edge of the reflector becomes a
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concern. Additionally, utility stacking of reflector antennas and other devices, such as
frequency selective surfaces (FSS), is difficult or completely impossible.

1.1.2 Notable Example: Phased Array Antennas

Phased arrays share several similarities with reflector antennas in terms of their
ability to control radiated wavefronts and exhibit high directivity. Phased arrays are
traditionally active, planar devices, which, by introducing a progressive fed phase delay
between neighboring elements, will radiate only in a specified direction or with a specific
wavefront [1.10]. The simplest developed phased array consists of a large array of
aperture antennas fed by a single source, but with each antenna connected to the source
by a different length of waveguide. The waveguide length difference between the
aperture antennas introduces a phase delay in the radiated fields of each horn, which, in
turn, changes the array’s far-field pattern to add constructively in only a specific direction
or exhibit an arbitrary wavefront. Planar, microstrip phased arrays behave in the exact
same way, with progressive phase difference introduced by waveguide length or lumped
elements.
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Figure 1.2: Phased Array with Spherical Wavefront

Beamforming by the phased array can be explored using the analysis outlined by
Balanis [1.11] and considering the simplified phased array of an N x N layout of
identical, equally spaced radiating antenna elements. If we know the radiated electric
field of a single element by itself, and neglecting inter-element coupling, we can calculate
the radiated electric field of the array by:

E array = E element × AF

Eq. 1-2

where AF is the array factor of the phased array. The normalized array factor of an N x N
uniform array can be written expressed as:
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⎤
N
N
⎡
⎤⎡
⎢ 1 sin( 2 Ψx ) ⎥ ⎢ 1 sin( 2 Ψ y ) ⎥
AFn = ⎢
⎥
⎥⎢
⎢ N sin( Ψx ) ⎥ ⎢ N sin( Ψ y ) ⎥
⎢⎣
2 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣
2 ⎥⎦

Eq. 1-3

Ψx = kd sin θ cos φ + β x
Ψ y = kd sin θ sin φ + β y

where d is the array spacing distance between each element, k is the wave number, and β
is the progressive phase difference between each element. If the feed amplitude remains
the same for each element, the progressive phase difference between each element (βx,
βy) will determine the direction of the main beam (θ0, Φ0), or:

β x = −kd sin θ 0 cos φ 0
β y = −kd sin θ 0 sin φ 0

Eq. 1-4

From the equations 1-3 and 1-4, it is clear that antenna’s directivity is a product of
the array spacing and the directivity of the element making up the array. Thus, phased
arrays can be designed to achieve high directivities comparable to the directivity of a
reflector antenna. Additionally, the utilization of a non-uniform array arrangement allows
for further control of the radiated far-field pattern and is essential to introduce non-planar
wavefronts.
The significant difference between the reflector antenna and the phased array is
that the phased array is not dependent on a physical height difference to alter the radiated
wavefront. This allows the phased array to be significantly thinner than the reflector
antenna and allows the antenna to be designed for conformal deployment with correction
for height differences occurring in the progressive phase delay [1.12]. Phased arrays can
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also be tuned by introducing a phase delay at the source and, through lithography, can be
designed to exhibit far more complicated radiated wavefronts.
Unlike reflector antennas, phased arrays exhibit many of the limitations common
to most planar antennas. Often inefficient with low power excitation, phased arrays
cannot handle high power sources without physical breakdown [1.11]. Additionally,
phased arrays are inherently active devices and, thus, cannot be utilized as an
intermediate focusing element. Analysis of phased arrays, especially when accounting for
coupling or when using non-uniform arrays, is far more complicated than reflector
antennas and will often demand the use of a numerical analysis.

1.1.3 Summary of Phased Arrays and Reflector Antennas

Table 1.1 presents a brief summary of the advantages and disadvantages of using
a parabolic reflector or a phased array antenna as a beamforming antenna. From the table,
it is clear that both antennas exhibit significant limitations that will restrict design and
deployment flexibility. However, the two antennas utilize similar electromagnetic
phenomena for beamsteering and wavefront modification, therefore, a hybrid reflector phased array antenna exhibiting the advantages of both antennas should be feasible. Thus,
the desire for such a device led to the development of a new type of antenna known as the
reflectarray.
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Table 1.1: Comparison of Parabolic Reflector and Phased Array Antennas
Parabolic Reflector
Phased Array
High
High
Directivity
High
Low
Efficiency
Fairly Simple
Complex
Design Complexity
Yes
No
Passive
Yes
No
Intermediate Element
No
Yes
Conformal
No
Yes
Easily Folded

1.2 Reflectarray Antenna

The reflectarray antenna, in its most simple form, is passive, planar microstrip
antenna array designed for reflected beamforming. By varying the scattered phase
response across the surface through the array elements, reflectarrays allow a planar
surface to exhibit electromagnetically an arbitrary geometry upon reflection (Figure 1.3).
Like the phased array, the far-field pattern of the reflectarray can be found by summing
the scattered far-field pattern radiated by each of the individual elements in the array and,
similarly, the reflectarray has a very small physical footprint, can be conformal, allows
fabrication using traditional lithography techniques, and grants the possibility of utility
stacking [1.13]. As a passive device, the reflectarray inherits many of the advantageous
characteristics of the reflector antenna including simplified design using ray tracing and
relatively low loss. The combination of these beneficial capabilities makes reflectarrays
highly desirable for use in a multitude of antenna systems [1.14].
From a conceptual standpoint, the individual microstrip elements making up the
reflectarray can be viewed as direct reflector/phased array hybrid. When radiation
impinges on an element in the reflectarray the phase delay introduced upon reflection
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relative to the neighboring elements will be entirely a product of the spacing difference
between each element (path difference) and physical dimension differences between the
elements (fed phase difference). Most reflectarray designs have fixed element periodicity
for simplicity, and instead simply varied the dimensions of the array element to change
the surface impedance at the point of the element to introduce the desired phase shift in
the same way that the phased array will vary waveguide lengths or the reflector will vary
curvature to create the desired phase delay.

Figure 1.3: Planar Reflectarray Exhibiting a Parabolic Geometry

The first reflectarray design published in 1963 was not a microstrip array, but
instead relied on an externally illuminated series of stacked rectangular waveguides to
impress reflected phase responses [1.15]. Nearly a decade later, in the late 1970s, initial
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work began to adapt reflectarray concepts to exploit the emerging field of microstrip
technology - giving birth to the modern reflectarray [1.16]. The majority of these early
microstrip reflectarrays utilized printed dipole or crossed dipole array layouts for phase
modification due to their relative ease in characterization and fabrication. Around the
1990s, more complicated and efficient element geometries emerged with the creation of
ring [1.17], variable patch [1.18], and stub-tuned reflectarrays [1.19]. State of the art
reflectarray research has begun to focus on reflectarray bandwidth improvement,
polarization control, and offset feed configurations.
Several commercially available reflectarrays have already been released to the
market. Malibu Research, based in Camarillo, California, currently sells a reflectarray
known as FLAPS™ (Flat Parabolic surface) for use in RF and millimeter radar
applications [1.20 – 1.21]. The FLAPS™ is an integral component of many new
electronic warfare devices including the newly deployed crowd control RF gun. Because
the FLAPS™ is designed to be foldable, it allows the RF gun to be rapidly deployed on
military or civilian vehicles, unlike earlier designs that utilized bulky reflectors. ILC
Dover based in Frederica, Delaware markets an inflatable reflectarray as a way to lower
payload weight when deploying in Ka and X band satellite applications [1.22].
Additionally, TRLabs in Canada offers a tunable reflectarray design for beamsteering and
offset feeding applications [1.23].

1.3 Statement of Thesis

While reflectarray technology has rapidly matured at both RF and millimeter
wavelengths, no public publications are currently available to the author implying on-
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going reflectarray research at higher frequencies including short wave millimeter wave,
infrared, or visible. In principle, existing reflectarray technology can be simply scaled for
use at these higher frequencies; however, the transition is complicated with the
appearance of dispersion in fabrication materials, the need for new fabrication techniques
and procedures, and considerably higher tolerances in fabrication dimensions.
Additionally, while most RF and millimeter wave reflectarrays traditionally contain only
a few hundred elements, small frequency reflectarrays require over one million elements
to be practically implemented, simply to overcome the difference in wavelength. The
purpose of the thesis is to verify, both experimentally and through modeling, that a submillimeter and infrared reflectarray, or SMIR, is feasible by demonstrating that phase
variation across a groundplane backed, physically flat surface has been achieved simply
by varying the element dimensions of an array on that surface. The thesis will specifically
focus on development process of a proof of concept reflectarray at long-wave infrared
(LWIR).

1.4 Infrared Reflectarray Development Motivation

Currently, one of the largest monetary costs associated with infrared optical
systems can be attributed to the system’s optical components. Previously one of the lower
cost items in an infrared system, detector and microchip technology have made great
strides in both performance and cost, while traditional optical elements have remained
relatively static – with little future advances predicted. Reflectarray technology is
desirable to help reduce the cost of some optical elements by replacing costly polishing or
diffractive element fabrication with standardized and efficient micro-lithography
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techniques. Mass production with lithography is already carried out with most integrated
circuit fabrication processes with very little influence on the circuit cost and conceivably
reflectarrays could be made using a similar die process. Furthermore, lithography,
especially optical lithography, is highly repeatable which would reduce testing and
characterization costs.
Lithography is also desirable as it grants additional control to the optical system
designer for element specification. With the use of a computer aided design program, it
will be possible create a wide variety of arbitrary reflector geometries to meet specific
design requirements that cannot be achieved easily or cheaply using conventional
polishing techniques. Similarly, the potential ability to control the reflectarray with a high
degree of flexibility will be a boon for direct aberration correction and characterization.
Additionally, reflectarray technology integrates desirably with ongoing research
into miniaturization and disposable optics. For example, a great deal of effort has been
recently placed in miniature unmanned aerial vehicle research (UAV). Reflectarray
technology could be easily integrated into UAV devices to reduce the physical footprint
of the optics in size and weight and has the additional benefit of being conformal.
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CHAPTER 2: FUNDAMENTALS OF REFLECTARRAY DESIGN
2.1 The Variable-Patch Reflectarray

As mentioned from section 1.3, several reflectarray layouts have been designed,
fabricated, and tested in the past. Based on this prior research, variable-patch reflectarray
designs (Figure 2.1) have gained popularity as the optimal reflectarray element for
efficient, wideband applications. Specifically, variable-patch reflectarrays achieve phase
shift variation upon reflection by simultaneously varying the length and width of a patch
to vary the surface impedance at the element’s location on the array. Pozar carried out the
initial development of the variable-patch reflectarray [1.18] and several other individuals
and organizations have tested and developed similar designs [2.1 – 2.3].

Unit Cell Boundary
Patch

Width
Length
Stand-off Layer
Figure 2.1: Variable-Patch Reflectarray Layout
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Variable-patch reflectarrays have numerous advantages when compared to other
available reflectarray geometries [2.4], which make the design highly desirable for
deployment at higher frequencies. Unlike ring element designs, the square patch
reflectarray is easily fabricated with a high degree of accuracy using most microlithography techniques. The size of the patch scales well with frequency as opposed to
reflectarray elements that utilize stubs to generate phase delays. By changing length of
the patch independently from the width of the patch element, it is possible to impose
phase delays in orthogonal directions for polarization selectivity [2.5]. Most significantly,
variable-patch reflectarrays demonstrate superior bandwidths, approaching 10%, - far
larger than almost all other single layer reflectarray designs [2.6].

2.2 Circuit Equivalent Design: The Transmission Line Approach

The simplest approach to characterize the behavior of a variable-patch reflectarray
is to break up the patches into individual, isolated unit cells and employ an equivalent
circuit approximation. Inherently a resonant structure, scattering patches are best
represented as a resonating transmission line (Figure 2.2). Beginning at the termination of
the transmission line, the reflectarray groundplane will behave as a short, which exhibits
a reflection coefficient of -1 corresponding to the expected 180 deg phase shift upon
reflection by a plane wave impinging on a perfect electric conductor (PEC) surface. The
substrate of the reflectarray can be modeled as the transmission line itself by neglecting
any type of dielectric loss. Therefore, the stand-off layer transmission line will exhibit a
characteristic impedance equal to the wave impedance of the substrate material (Zd) and
with length equal to the height of the substrate (d). Assuming the width and length of the
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patch are equal, the patch itself can be represented as a variable inductor [2.7], with
inductance (L) proportional to the ratio of the area of the patch (l2) relative to the area of
the unit cell (A) as demonstrated in Eq. 2-1.
L∝

l2
A

Eq. 2-1

Thus, when the area of the patch approaches zero, the inductor will behave as open and
when the area of the patch approaches the area of the unit cell, the inductor will behave as
a short as expected. The unit cell is finally connected to the open terminals of an infinite
waveguide with characteristic impedance equal to the free space wave impedance as a
representation of the air above the reflectarray.

d

L
Zo

Zd

Гin
Patch

Groundplane

Figure 2.2: Reflectarray Transmission Line Equivalent
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Determination of phase shifting can be directly calculated by finding the input
reflection coefficient at the interface of the substrate transmission line to the air
transmission line. Using conventional transmission line calculations, the reflection
coefficient (Гin) is represented by

Γin =

Z in − Z 0
Z in + Z 0

Eq. 2-1

where the input impedance (Zin) is equal to

−j
+
Z in = (
ωL(l 2 , A)

− j cot(

2π ε r d

λ0

Zd

)
) −1

Eq. 2-2

where λ0 is the free space wavelength, εr is the real part of the substrate’s dielectric
constant, and ω is the free space angular frequency. Finally the phase response of the
reflectarray can be calculated by finding the phase of Гin, or

∠Γin = tan −1 (

Im(Γin )
)
Re(Γin )

Eq. 2-3

The transmission line model allows for several significant conclusions about the
general behavior of the variable-patch reflectarray. First, the height of the substrate will
determine the extent of the phase shift achievable by the reflectarray by regulating the
initial reflectarray phase response when the patch area is not large enough to introduce a
significant inductance and only the groundplane is the dominant radiator. This
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phenomenon can be visualized by plotting the phase response of the reflectarray on a
Smith Chart (Fig. 2.3) starting at the dominate grounplane state and tracing the entire
system response as the patch increases in size. When the patch approaches the size of the
unit cell, it will begin to behave as a dominant short, independent of the stand-off layer
and groundplane. From this behavior, and taking into account no dielectric is entirely
lossless, it is important to utilize the shortest possible substrate height to achieve nearly
360 degrees of phase shifting at a single frequency. Another important conclusion is the
input impedance will always be purely imaginary and, thus, Гin will always have a
magnitude of unity – signifying no losses in the system as expected in the idealized
model. Additionally, the input impedance is dependent on the area of the patch, which
will result in a non-linear relationship between the phase response of the patch and the
length of the patch.

Groundplane
Dominant

d

λ
Patch
Dominant

Figure 2.3: Smith Chart plot of Гin Demonstrating Reflectarray Phase Transition by Varying Patch Size
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From Eq. 2-2, the bandwidth properties of a variable size patch reflectarray may
also be predicted. If the substrate height is reduced to allow for a larger phase response
range at a center frequency, the transformed impedance of the groundplane will decrease
to a short as wavelength increases – effectively shorting the patches and preventing
operation. If wavelength decreases, the effective dielectric height will increase and the
phase response range of the reflectarray will diminish. Additionally, operating bandwidth
will not be linearly related to ratio of dielectric height to wavelength.
Although the transmission line equivalent network is highly beneficial for
predicting reflectarray behavior, it can rapidly become complex when accounting for
system non-idealities such as dielectric or metal losses. Using the physical dimensions of
the patch does not correspond to the actual electrical length of the patch that the incoming
plane wave will observe sitting upon the substrate due to effective scaling and fringe
fields. The model also cannot take into account surface coupling between neighboring
elements without the introduction of a correction factor.

2.3 Characterization Through Numerical Modeling

For the highest design accuracy before modeling, most reflectarray designers
employ some form of a numerical modeler [2.8]. Numerical modeling takes into account
system non-idealities, such as lossy materials or surface coupling, which are difficult to
incorporate into the transmission line equivalent without a significant increase in
complexity. In the context of the thesis, three independent modeling approaches have
been considered and consulted: the single element FEM model, the infinite array FEM
model and the Periodic MoM model.
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The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical technique by which a three
dimensional model, representing the designed antenna, is discretized into a sub-domain in
which the fields are represented by local interpolation functions. Matrix equations are
derived from a global assembly of the finite elements in the mesh while enforcing
boundary conditions. Solving yields local fields at nodes throughout the mesh, which
may be interpolated to arbitrary locations. Post processing computations produce far-field
information and scattering parameters. Ansoft HFSS, employed in the thesis for FEM
modeling, specifically generates tetrahedronal meshing elements and utilizes a threedimensional design interface for model boundary definition [2.9]. Ansoft HFSS also
includes numerous features beneficial to modeling reflectarrays; including automated
plotting, wave port and plane-wave excitation, and parametric solution sweeps.
While FEM is suitable for three-dimensional geometries, the Method of Moments
(MoM) numerical technique lends itself to planar structures by only meshing the
radiating structures. Additionally, the reduced discretization required for MoM leads to
shorter solution times when compared to similar FEM models. Considering the
reflectarray structure to be entirely planar, the shorter simulation times and spatial
simplifications make MoM solvers desirable to model reflectarray structures. By meshing
the trace surfaces of a design using a given number of polygons for a set frequency, the
method of moments technique is used to solve the mixed-potential integral equation
(MPIE) and calculate surface current everywhere on the mesh. The MoM can be broken
down into two sections: the basis function and the testing function. Ansoft Designer, the
MoM solver utilized in the thesis, uses a zero-order normal element basis function to
interpolate the interior current values from values on the edges [2.10]. Zero-order normal
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elements have one unknown for each edge in the mesh. Testing functions are applied to
the MPIE to obtain a matrix equation, which is then solved to find surface current. From
the surface current, Designer calculates the S-parameters and the radiated fields. Much
like Ansoft HFSS, Designer also includes support for finding far fields, plane wave
excitation, and parametric solving.

2.3.1 Finite Element – Single Element Modeling

Of the three models, the Single Element FEM model requires the least effort to
design at the cost of the potential for over-simplification [2.11]. The basis for the validity
of single element FEM model is from research that suggest shorted antenna elements, or
antenna elements above a groundplane with an electrically thin stand-off layer, will
experience very little coupling between neighboring elements [2.12]. Therefore, this
assumption allows reflectarray patch elements to be modeled as single elements for
accurate characterization of phase behavior without taking into account the influence of
neighboring elements.
Creation of a Single Element FEM model (Figure 2.4) follows the standard
procedure used in the formulation of any HFSS antenna model. The foundation of the
model is a three dimensional rectangle representing the stand-off layer with assigned
thickness and dielectric properties representing the desired fabricated values. Similarly,
the rectangle will have length and width equal to the spacing of a single reflectarray unit
cell. A two-dimensional rectangular PEC boundary sits on the top face of the substrate to
represent the variable size patch. A three-dimensional air box wraps around the substrate
to bound the entire model space with the bottom face of the air box touching the bottom
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face of the stand-off layer. Radiation boundaries exist on each of the sidewalls of the air
box and, on the bottom face of the air box, a PEC boundary represents the reflectarray’s
groundplane. Finally, the top of the air box terminates with an excited wave port set with
intrinsic impedance matched to the wave impedance in air. Solving the model occurs by
varying the size of the rectangle representing the patch and calculating the change in
reflection phase at the wave port.

Wave
Port

Air

Patch

Stand-off
Layer
Groundplane

Figure 2.4: Model Layout for FEM Single Element Reflectarray Modeling
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2.3.2 Finite Element – Infinite Element Modeling

The Infinite Element FEM (Figure 2.5) modeling approach attempts to reduce the
number of potentially inaccurate assumptions made in the Single Element FEM modeling
approach at the cost of additional complexity. Starting with the Single Element model,
the top boundary air box is replaced with a radiation boundary and the model is excited
by a uniform plane wave. Fields radiated by the wave port will not be planar or uniform
and the addition of the plane wave excitation establishes more realistic model parameters.
Instead of radiation boundaries, the sidewalls of the model have defined Master/Slave
boundaries. Master/Slave boundaries are linked boundaries where field patterns exiting
one boundary are forced to match patterns entering on the other boundary. The purpose
of such a boundary is to account for coupling between neighboring elements, both in the
dielectric and in the air, commonly seen in phased array designs. Similar to the Single
Element model, solving occurs by varying the patch size and finding the change in the
far-field phase.
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Figure 2.5: Model Layout for FEM Infinite Array Reflectarray Modeling

2.3.3 Periodic MoM Modeling

Unlike HFSS, in the Periodic MoM model in Ansoft Designer there is no need to
specify the three dimensional geometries, but a layer stackup is utilized (Figure 2.6).
Through the layer stackup, Designer defines thickness and material properties for the
stand-off layer, groundplane, and trace layers. Within the trace layer, a square represents
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the patch element. To take into account coupling between neighboring elements, the
edges of the model have periodic boundary with size equal to the periodicity of the array.
Excitation is a plane wave at normal incidence. Far-field phase is found by varying patch
size and calculating the phase change of the reflectivity.

Patch

Periodic Boundary

Figure 2.6: Model Layout for Periodic MoM Reflectarray Modeling
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CHAPTER 3: DEVICE SIMULATION AND MODELING
3.1 Initial Device Specification

Before modeling began, initial reflectarray design parameters were specified.
Based on measured ellipsometric data from the IR Systems Lab at the University of
Central Florida [3.1], Zirconium Dioxide (ZrO2) was chosen to be best suited for use as
the reflectarray’s substrate due to the materials reasonable loss and low permittivity at
28.3 THz when compared to other common dielectrics such as Silicon Dioxide or Silicon
Nitride. As a passive device, low loss in the dielectric making up the stand-off layer is
highly desirable for encouraging high overall system efficiency. With a dielectric
constant of approximately 2.0, effective scaling of the patches is reasonable compared to
other dielectrics used in IR antenna fabrication, which reduced fabrication tolerances and
reduces the number of elements to achieve proper reflectarray behavior.

Figure 3.1: Measured Dielectric Properties for ZrO2
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Patch spacing approximately equal to the center-operating wavelength, in the
dielectric, traditionally allows for optimal variable-patch reflectarray performance [1.18].
Again for a device designed for operation at a free space wavelength of 10.6 µm using a
ZrO2 stand-off layer, element spacing was chosen to be 5.54 µm. For the stand-off layer
height, one-sixteenth the center operating wavelength, in the dielectric, satisfies isolation
conditions and will limit losses in the dielectric; however, due to fabrication limitations
the fabricated reflectarray utilized a stand-off height of 450 nm, approximately one
twelfth of the wavelength.

Table 3.1: Initial Model Specifications
Specification
Value
Element Spacing
5.54 µm
Dielectric Material
ZrO2 (εr = 2.0 tanδ = 0.15)
Dielectric Height
450 nm

3.2 Reflectarray Simulation Results

The modeling procedures in section 2.3 were employed to analyze the proposed
reflectarray structure and both the Infinite Array FEM model and the Periodic MoM
model exhibited mutual agreement and correspond well to previously published results.
From the two models, patch size ranges were then predicted for use in fabrication. The
patch size selection process for the SMIR proof of concept is further discussed in section
4.3. The Single Element FEM model; however, did not correspond well with the other
two models or prior measured data and was not used in designing the fabricated SMIR.
The results from the three models are plotted together for comparison in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of Modeled Results
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CHAPTER 4: DEVICE FABRICATION
4.1 Device Layout

To physically test the feasibility of an IR reflectarray, a simple two inch, three
stripe reflectarray was developed (Figure 4.1). Three 0.25 inch by 1.09 inch wide arrays
of patches, isolated from each other on the dielectric by 0.3125 inch, was deposited on a
groundplane backed stand-off layer for testing. Each uniform array was made up of a
single sized patch element to demonstrate a unique phase shift upon reflection for
comparison to prior modeled results. In addition, an optical flat was used as the devices
substrate to ensure that any phase modification occurs due to the patches only and not
due to a physical defect in the substrate.

0.25”
2”
0.3125”
1.09”

Figure 4.1: Proof of Concept SMIR Layout
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4.2 Fabrication Methodology

Prior to device fabrication, an adequate substrate was selected to meet the
specifications of the equipment used in IR antenna fabrication, which typically requires
substrates of no greater than a few millimeters thick. To insure proper flatness and avoid
flexing of the substrate; however, most optical flats require thicknesses comparable to the
diameter of the substrate. For the SMIR, a 0.125 inch (3.175 mm) thick, quarter wave
optically flat fused silica substrate was determined to be the thinnest two inch optical flat
commercially available. Although relatively thin, the optical flat is 8 times thicker than
the silicon substrates traditionally used in IR fabrication. The increase in substrate
thickness demanded additional investigation and modification of conventional fabrication
processes used in the lab.
Before fabrication of the reflectarray patch stripes, the groundplane and substrate
was deposited. Substrate deposition on the optical flat for the proof of concept devices
was carried out by an external company, Evaporated Coatings, Inc. in Willow Grove, PA.
A 200 nm thick layer of gold was evaporated onto the provided optical flat to act as the
SMIR’s groundplane. To aid in gold adhesion to the fused silica, 20 nm of titanium was
first deposited on the bare flat. The adhesion layer is necessary, as gold will not adhere to
surfaces with native oxide layers without an adhesion layer or removal of the oxide layer
through etching. Although restricted in use by the need of an adhesion layer, gold is
desirable for the SMIR groundplane due to the fact it has one of the highest
conductivities of any metal at infrared frequencies and will not corrode or form a native
oxide layer. From prior measurement, the adhesion layer is determined to be optically
thin enough not to have a significant impact on the performance of the device. Similarly,
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a second 5 nm titanium layer was deposited on the exposed gold layer to ensure adhesion
between the groundplane and stand-off layer. Finally, a 450 nm layer of ZrO2 was
deposited on the groundplane and the coated flat (Figure 4.2) was returned to the
University of Central Florida for pattern writing.

ZrO2
Gold Groundplane
Optical Flat

Optical Flat

Bare Optical Flat

Coated Optical Flat
Figure 4.2: Optical Flat Coating Process

Pattern writing of the SMIR followed a standardized e-beam fabrication
procedure developed by Charles Middleton, a member of the IR Systems Laboratory at
the University of Central Florida. For the proof of concept devices, pattern lithography
was carried out using an e-beam lithograph system. Due to the modeled minimum feature
size of the reflectarray, alternative fabrication techniques could be used at a lower cost
and are discussed in section 6.2.2 of the thesis; however, e-beam lithography allowed for
fabrication with the highest confidence in accurate element dimensions desired in the
initial proof of concept phase of the research. E-beam lithography utilizes a scanning
electron beam to write a desired device pattern into an e-beam sensitive resist made up of
large chains of polymers deposited on the device’s stand-off layer. When exposed to an
electron beam, the polymers in the resist break apart and, in the case of positive resist, the
exposed region can then be removed from the surface of the stand-off layer using a
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chemical developer. The size and sharpness of the uncovered pattern is controlled by the
electron beam current, dose, and size, which requires prior characterization. With the
desired regions of the stand-off layer exposed, it is possible to deposit the metal making
up the patches using a conventional e-beam evaporation process. Because the evaporation
process deposits metal uniformly across the wafer, a final lift off process is necessary to
remove undesirable metal deposited on the resist and the remaining resist itself.
Before fabrication begin, the coated optical flat was cleaned to remove any
organic or large particles on the coated surface that may contaminate the fabrication
process. The wafer was spun at 6000 RPM for one minute and was sprayed for 10
seconds each with Acetone, Methanol, and Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA), in that order. The
coated flat was then placed on a hotplate at 180 ºC for dehydration baking. After three
minutes, the flat was removed and blown for ten seconds using nitrogen to remove any
particles that may have accumulated on the surface of the wafer during baking. To ensure
an optimal lift-off, a bi-layer positive resist structure was then spun onto the coated side
of the optical flat. Initially, PMGI SF7 was spun on at 3000 RPM for 80 seconds and
baked for three minutes at 180 ºC for a layer thickness of about 400 nm. Next, ZEP
520A-7 was spun on the PMGI layer at 3000 RPM for 80 seconds and baked for four
minutes at 180 ºC for a layer thickness of about 300 nm.
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ZEP
PMGI
ZrO2
Gold Groundplane
Optical Flat

Figure 4.3: Bi-layer Resist

The UCF/CREOL Leica EBPG5000+ Electron Beam System, the system used for
pattern writing of the SMIR design, is designed to only support substrate thicknesses of
up to 3 mm, smaller than the thickness of SMIR optical flat. To overcome this limitation,
a region in the e-beam’s mask holder was located, which would allow the optical flat to
lie recessed, without risk of damaging the e-beam system. A 5-inch mask was machined
with a 2 inch lipped hole dropped below the top face of the mask by 0.125 inch (Figure
4.4). Two gold clips were added on opposite sides of the hole to ground the substrate and
prevent the groundplane from charging. The resist-coated wafer was then loaded into the
holder, held in place by the two clips, and loaded into the Leica EBPG5000+ for vacuum
pump down. Pattern exposure for the reflectarray lasted for approximately two and one
half hours, upon which the exposed wafer was removed from chamber, ready for
development.
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2”
Grounding Clip

Figure 4.4: SMIR E-Beam Holder

Development of the resist bi-layer is a two-step process (Figure 4.5). The exposed
ZEP layer was developed and removed by bathing the wafer in ZEP RD developer for 90
seconds. Development was then stopped by an IPA rinse and the wafer was dried using
nitrogen. The exposed PMGI layer was developed by using MF 701 developer for 20
seconds. Development of the PMGI layer was stopped by a water rinse and the wafer is
dried again using nitrogen. In the ZEP Layer, the desired patch pattern is well defined,
with smooth sidewalls, but, due to a partial etching process, the PMGI layer will exhibit
bell shaped sidewalls. The curved shaped sidewalls are important to reduce the risk of
overlap between metal on the top of the resist and the bare wafer during the e-beam
evaporation process. If the two layers do come in contact, it is possible that liftoff of the
gold from the resist will also rip off the desired gold making up the patches.
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Electron Beam

ZEP
PMGI
ZrO2
Gold Groundplane
Optical Flat

E-beam Exposure

ZrO2

ZrO2

Gold Groundplane

Gold Groundplane

Optical Flat

Optical Flat

ZEP Development

PMGI Development

Figure 4.5: E-Beam Development Process

The developed wafer was then loaded into an e-beam evaporator. Similar to
deposition process used in depositing the groundplane, a 150 nm gold layer, with a 10 nm
titanium adhesion layer, was evaporated onto the wafer. The final lift-off process was
employed to remove the unwanted deposited metal and un-developed resist. The gold
layer was first removed by gently rolling scotch tape across the entire wafer due to poor
adhesion between the metal and the ZEP resist layer. The ZEP layer was then lifted-off in
a methylene chloride ultrasound bath and, subsequently, excess methylene chloride was
removed with an IPA rinse. The remaining PMGI layer was removed using EBR PG
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remover and the wafer was once again rinsed with IPA. At this point, only the desired
gold patch pattern remained and the SMIR was ready for testing.

Deposited Patch
Gold

Gold

ZrO2

ZrO2

Gold Groundplane

Gold Groundplane

Optical Flat

Optical Flat

Gold Evaporation

Final Device after Liftoff
Figure 4.6: Evaporation and Lift-off

4.3 Fabricated Devices

Two initial fabrication runs were made to characterize the fabrication process
outlined in section 4.2. The first run involved a 4 by 4 dose matrix of arrays consisting of
alternating rows of 2.98 µm, 3.14 µm, and 3.24 µm size patches with a fixed periodicity
of 5.54 µm (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). The purpose of this run was to determine the necessary
dose to achieve well-formed patches, verified by imaging of the device using an scanning
electron microscope (SEM). The second run consisted of verifying the desired dose from
the first fabrication run using a slightly larger array of patches and did not require
metallization. With development complete, it was possible to use a visible microscope to
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observe the exposed pattern in the resist and verify that the predicted dose resulted in
well-formed patches.

Figure 4.7: SEM image of Metalized Dose Matrix
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Figure 4.8: Visible Image of Metalized Dose Matrix

For the proof of concept, two devices were fabricated. The first device used the
same patch dimensions as the initial dose matrix for three SMIR rows - 2.98 μm, 3.14
μm, and 3.24 μm. The patch size values were chosen based on averaging the calculated
phase responses from Infinite Element FEM model and the Periodic MoM model, which
suggested a phase shift of 40, 80, and 120 degrees, respectively (Figure 4.9). The three
rows in the second device were chosen blind to the modeled results for the purpose of
providing additional sample points in the event that the developed models were incorrect
and the patch sizes were measured to be 2.74 µm, 2.84 µm, and 3.34 µm (Figure 4.10).
Unlike the first device, the second fabricated reflectarray suffered several fabrication
setbacks, most notably the use of contaminated de-ionized water in development of the
PMGI layer. Thus, measured results for the second device was approached with some
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caution; however, visual inspection of the reflectarray did not indicate any noticeable
flaws. Images of one of the reflectarray stripes for the first device are presented in
Figures 4.11 and 4.12.

Figure 4.9: Comparison of Modeled and Predicted Phase
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2.98 µm or 2.74 μm

3.14 µm or 3.34 µm

3.24 µm or 3.84 μm

Figure 4.10: Fabricated Strip SMIR with Reference Sizes

Figure 4.11: SEM Image of One of the Stripes of the Fabricated SMIR
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Patch sizes
for both
SMIRs

Figure 4.12: Visible Image of One of the Stripes of the Fabricated SMIR
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CHAPTER 5: DEVICE TESTING AND RESULTS
5.1 Testing Methodology

As stated in the previous chapter, testing of the fabricated SMIR devices was
carried out using a 10.6 μm wavelength interferometer. Specifically, the interferometer
used in testing was a Wyko IR3 10.6 μm interferometer located at Lockheed Martin
Missile and Fire Control in Orlando, FL operated by Lab Engineer Darren Zinn. The IR3
interferometer is a Twyman-Green interferometer, a configuration commonly used in
testing of polished optics for design flaws. For a typical Twyman-Green interferometer
(Figure 5.1), a coherent light source (for testing of the SMIR devices, a 10.6 μm CO2
Synrad laser) focused into a pinhole and collimated into a beam splitter. Half of the beam
passes through a beam expander and reflects off the test device back into the
interferometer. The other half of the beam reflects off a flat reference surface inside the
interferometer, typically a gold mirror on a piezoelectric substrate for tilt adjustment and
correction. The two beams are then redirected to an IR camera or detector by the internal
beam splitter for imaging of the generated interference pattern arising from the test and
the reference beams.
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Figure 5.1: Twyman-Green Interferometer [3.1]

The resulting interference pattern can then be utilized to determine surface
variations between the device under test and the reference mirror. If an ideal mirror was
placed perfectly aligned to the reference mirror, the reference and test beams will arrive
at the beam splitter in phase and the detector will image a uniform illumination across the
field of view. If the reference mirror or the test mirror were at a slight tilt, a series of
bright and light fringes would be imaged, corresponding to the interference resulting
from the two beams no longer return in phase due to the path difference introduced by the
slight tilt between the two mirrors. Thus, increasing the tilt of the either mirror will
increase the number of fringes across test device corresponding to the increased change
in path difference across the plane of tilt.
If the test mirror had some physical deformity, such as curvature, the fringes of
the generated interference pattern of the tilted mirrors would be shifted to reflect the
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difference in path length introduced by the physical height difference arising from the
deformity. By measuring the fringe shift relative to its reference, or tilted, position, it is
possible to determine the physical height variations across the test device by relating
phase difference to path length difference. As such, the Twyman-Green is referred to as a
two-pass interferometer due to the fact that a physical height change on the test device
will result in a fringe shift in the interference corresponding to twice the height of the
deformity (Eq. 5-1). This is a result of the path length for both the incoming wave and
reflected wave changing equally by the height change. Therefore, the Twyman-Green can
only resolve height differences equal to half the wavelength, otherwise aliasing will occur
and the height difference cannot be determined.

θ fringeshift =

2 ε r height

λ0

* 360 o

Eq. 5-1

For testing of the fabricated reflectarray, a similar approach can be used to
determine phase shifting by the reflectarray patches. Although the device is physically
flat, the phase difference introduced upon reflection will still introduce interference,
which can be characterized using the interferometer. For the proof of concept devices, the
interference fringes were placed orthogonal to the patch rows and, thus, phase shifting by
the reflectarray can be easily measured relative from the regions outside the reflectarray
stripes by observing the fringe shifts. Unlike conventional polished optics
characterization, however, the interferometer is no longer double pass, as phase shifting
occurs upon reflection and does not influence the reflected or incident path length,
reducing Eq. 5-1 to 5-2 and allowing for detection of phase shifts greater than 180
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degrees. Additionally, it should be noted that the fringe shifting introduced by the patches
is linearly shifted compared to reference regions due to the double pass height difference
between the groundplane and the patch height.

θ fringeshift =

ε r height
* 360 o
λ0

Eq. 5-2

5.2 Measured Results

Measured results were images taken by the IR3 IR camera and are presented in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The first device to be tested was a coated optical flat to verify that
the flat did not exhibit any significant physical aberrations because of the substrate and
groundplane deposition process. From the measured results, the optical flat exhibits
excellent flatness at 10.6 μm that implies that all fringe shifts observed by the
interferometer will be entirely a result of the reflectarray. Observation of the two
fabricated reflectarrays successfully demonstrate that each row in the reflectarray does in
fact demonstrate a unique phase shift and that the phase shift is entirely dependent on the
size of the reflectarray patches.
One unavoidable issue that arose from the testing was non-uniform illumination
of the device under test. Although present in the testing of the first device, this
phenomenon was especially dominant for the second device, which was tested at a later
date. The non-uniform illumination was a result of misalignment of the interferometer
and not a product of the devices under test. Additionally, this misalignment makes
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efficiency characterization with the interferometer impossible and increases the difficulty
of post analysis.

Figure 5.2: Interferogram of Coated Wafer
Non-uniform illumination is clearly present, with the bottom of the wafer “hotter” than the top of the wafer

Figure 5.3: Interferograms of Fabricated SMIRs

5.3 Result Analysis

With the measured data in hand, it is now possible to begin analysis of the results.
For this purpose, two MATLAB functions were written to carry out fringe following. For
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both functions, the interferogram generated by the interferometer was read in by the
program and converted to an intensity matrix, normalized to account for the non-uniform
illumination of the device, and cropped to only contain the center fringes passing over the
reflectarray stripes. The first MATLAB function then parsed the intensity matrix locating
the center of each bright and dark fringes. With the center positions known, the distance
between the maximum and minimum intensities was calculated to find the phase shift
relative to the unshifted reference regions on the reflectarray. All of these values are
averaged and approximate phase shifts were generated.
The second MATLAB function followed a similar process as the first by initially
fitting the dark and light fringes across the reflectarray to a sinusoid. The primary
purpose of the fitting was to allow for fringe smoothing and to reduce reflectarray edge
noise and non-idealities in the testing setup. Unlike the first function, no averaging was
necessary, as the phase shift is optimized as a fitting perimeter for the sinusoid and was
directly available. Results from both functions are presented in Figures 5.4 - 5.7 for both
fabricated devices.
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Figure 5.4: Averaged Phase Response Results for First SMIR
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Figure 5.5: Smoothed Phase Response Results for First SMIR
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Figure 5.6: Averaged Phase Response Results for Second SMIR
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Figure 5.7: Smoothed Phase Response Results for Second SMIR
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To determine the actual phase shift introduced by the reflectarray stripes, a
correction factor was introduced to account for the double pass offset due to the height
difference between the reference groundplane and the reflectarray patches. Using Eq. 5-1,
the double pass phase shift for a 450 nm stand-off layer with a permittivity of 2.0 was
calculated to be 43.4 degrees. By subtracting the phase offset from the values generated
by the MATLAB function analysis, the phase shift introduced by the reflectarray was
calculated and is summarized for the two proof of concept devices in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Measured Relative Phase Shift vs. Reflectarray Patch Size
Patch Size
Relative Phase Shift Upon Reflection
2.74 μm
174.4 º
2.84 μm
172.4 º
2.98 μm
136.4 º
3.14 μm
124.1 º
3.24 μm
110.3 º
3.34 μm
-56.2 º
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary of Results

As illustrated from both modeled and measured results, the two SMIR proof of
concept devices demonstrated that reflectarray behavior is feasible at IR with unique
phase shifts measured across the reflectarray stripes. It is also possible to conclude from
the results that fringe shifting occurs entirely due the difference in size of the patches and
not due to a physical height difference used in conventional polished optics or reflector
antennas. With the exception of the 3.34 μm patch size, which is probably an extraneous
sample point due to impurities introduced during fabrication, the measured phase
response of each of the stripes correspond reasonably well with the Periodic MoM model
(Figure 6.1) with a maximum demonstrate phase shift of approximately 70 degrees.
Although highly promising, further testing will be necessary before a practical
reflectarray can be designed and fabricated. In addition, adaptation and modification of
both reflectarray models will be necessary if accurate prediction of reflectarray behavior
is desired, especially if designs that are more complicated are developed.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of Measured and Modeled Results

An interesting, albeit unintended, result of the thesis is the successful
development and testing of an IR Electromagnetic (sometimes called a Photonic)
Bandgap (EBG) structure fabricated using lithography techniques. In principle, EBG
devices are very similar to reflectarrays in that they are a periodic arrangement of
resonant structures that exhibit an arbitrary reflected phase response that varies over
wavelength. Unlike reflectarrays, EBGs are usually designed to have a single, uniform
phase response across the entire surface of the device at a single frequency for the
purpose of creating high permittivity substrates, perfect magnetic conductors (PMC), or
compressed groundplanes, analogous to the single patch size reflectarray stripes
measured. EBG devices are a relatively new technology that has been grouped under the
nebulous definition of “metamaterials” and debate continues in the engineering
community if the devices should be regarded as true bandgap structures. EBG devices
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have already been developed lithographically at RF and millimeter wave wavelengths
[6.1 – 6.3]; however, most IR EBGs rely on the use of crystal photonic band structures
[6.4 – 6.5]. As such, an IR EBG fabricated using lithography has the potential to bring
further flexibility and lower costs to IR EBG design by relaxing the material
requirements inherent in crystal designs.

6.2 Future Work

6.2.1 Planar Tilt and Focusing Elements

The next logical step for the development of the SMIR is to increase the number
of sampled patch sizes. The easiest way to accomplish this would be to form a single
stripe of reflectarray elements and gradually change the size of the patches in the
reflectarray down the face of the wafer to create a tilt reflectarray. When testing in an
interferometer, it should be possible to image the entire phase curve across the array, not
just at a serious of distinct points like in the thesis. Additionally, this reflectarray layout
will allow preliminary investigation on the impact of phase response when placing
different sized elements next to one another.
Of all the potential uses for an SMIR, a planar focusing IR reflectarray would be
the most desirable and one of the easiest to develop after the testing of the tilt
reflectarray. Optical imaging systems, such as cassegrains, could directly benefit from the
reduction in size, weight, and cost through the replacement of traditional polished
reflectors with SMIRs. Development of an SMIR planar focusing element would follow
the same procedure as the one used at RF and millimeter-wave. By utilizing measured or
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modeled reflection data relative to patch size, it is straight forward to calculate the array
layout necessary to create the desired phase shift to correct for the change in path length
between an arbitrary element and the center element to the focus point using ray tracing.
This is further aided by the fact of the planar focusing elements will be either spherically
or parabolically symmetric. Additionally, reflectarrays will follow the same design
procedures as traditional reflector antennas in terms of gain and grating.
One issue of merit involves the fact that calculated lengths may not be feasible
due to fabrication tolerances, especially when considering the size of the reflectarray
relative to wavelength at IR. To overcome this restriction, it may be necessary to use the
same patch size to cover a specific phase range. The detrimental effect of this
approximation must be characterized in terms of aberration behavior; however, if it is
determined not have a significant impact on performance, further element repetition will
be investigated as a technique to reduce design complexity.

6.2.2 EBGs and Antenna Miniaturization

One of the unique abilities of EBG surfaces is the ability to exhibit in-phase
reflection for groundplane compression. To achieve maximum forward radiation
efficiency, most planar antennas will utilize a groundplane with a quarter-wave stand-off
layer. The 180 degrees of phase shift from the double pass stand-off layer, along with a
180 degree phase shift introduced upon reflection of the PEC groundplane allows for
back radiated fields from the antenna to arrive back in phase at the antenna and add
collectively with the forward radiated fields for optimal power delivery. If the stand-off
layer is lossy, as often the case at IR frequencies, the quarter wave stand-off layer is less
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effective as back radiated fields will be highly attenuated. To overcome this limitation, an
EBG surface could be fabricated with a zero degree phase shift and the antenna could be
fabricated directly on the surface, removing any losses introduced by the stand-off layer.
In addition, as discussed in the design section of the thesis, most patch reflectarrays use
stand-off layers significantly less than a quarter wave which would be beneficial in
flexible substrate designs where thicker stand-off layers would break or crack upon
flexing.

6.2.3 Bandwidth Improvement

The greatest limitation of a variable-patch reflectarray is the device’s limited
bandwidth. Conventional reflective optical components, such as mirrors, traditionally
have large operating bandwidths dependent entirely on material properties and physical
dimensions. As demonstrated through transmission line equivalent circuit analysis,
reflectarray bandwidth is defined by the frequency band that generates patch resonance,
which is directly related the dielectric height and patch sizes relative to wavelength.
Three possible approaches are possible to achieve bandwidth improvement in SMIRs:
developing multi-band layouts, controlling electromagnetic properties of fabrication
materials, and stacking reflectarray layers.
The first approach to improving bandwidth would involve variation of the patch
layout to create multi-band reflectarrays. In this approach, dielectric height is fixed,
however, patches are arranged to demonstrate multiple resonant frequencies. Design of
multi-band reflectarrays are inherently difficult, due to the non-uniform element spacing
at higher frequencies and are difficult to design to achieve more than two bands of
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resonance. Additionally, multi-band reflectarrays are not capable of continues behavior
between the two operating bands – limiting broadband operation.

Second band
resonates with
smaller patches
First band
resonates with
larger patch

Figure 6.2: Example Multi-band Reflectarray Layout

Another approach to improving reflectarray bandwidth requires varying the
material properties of the materials making up the structure. The easiest means to achieve
bandwidth improvement by material variation is through controlled alteration of the
substrate’s permittivity. By replacing the SMIR substrate with a piezoelectric or doped
material and biasing the device, it is possible to tune the substrate permittivity using the
bias voltage to shift reflectarray resonance to a specific frequency band. Unlike the multiband layout, however, the reflectarray will still be limited to a single, narrow band of
operation at a fixed applied voltage. A related approach would be to directly exploit the
natural dispersive properties of most materials at IR. Zirconium Dioxide, for example,
exhibits a nearly linear transition in permittivity from around 7 to 12 μm (Figure: 6.3). By
tailoring the reflectarray design to utilize this linear shift, it might be possible to expand
the bandwidth of the reflectarray without the need of an exotic substrate.
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Figure 6.3: Measured Permittivity of ZrO2 Exhibiting Linear Transition

The final approach to improving reflectarray bandwidth is through element
stacking. Current research at microwave and millimeter frequencies has demonstrated
that stacking of reflectarray layers on top of one another will result in multiple bands of
operation and, if desired, these bands can be continuous [6.6 – 6.8]. The principle of
reflectarray stacking can be approached simply by applying the reflectarray transmission
line approximation. Begin by considering a two layer reflectarray. If the reflectarray
layers are stacked in a way that the top layer resonates at higher frequency than the lower
layer, the lower layer will behave as a lossy groundplane for the top layer and form a
functioning reflectarray. At lower frequencies, the top layer will be relatively transparent
and only the bottom layer and the groundplane will introduce reflectarray behavior. The
main limitation of stacked reflectarrays is the increase in material losses due to the
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introduction of multiple metal layers and the increased complexity in modeling
reflectarrays inherent with more than two layers.

High Frequency SMIR
Stand-off Layer
Low Frequency SMIR
Stand-off Layer
Groundplane
Substrate

Figure 6.4: Stackup for a Multi-Layer Reflectarray

6.2.4 Aberration Correction

Two issues must be considered when discussing aberration correction and SMIRs:
correction of aberrations introduced by reflectarrays in an optical system and using
reflectarrays to correct for aberrations in an optical system. For the first case, very little
research has been carried out to analyze reflectarray aberration behavior largely because,
prior to this thesis, all reflectarray research has been at lower frequencies, where system
aberrations are less significant for proper operation. Never the less, characterization of
SMIR aberrations can be directly analyzed using interferometery. The SMIR should
demonstrate the same monochromatic aberrations as an ideal reflector, but, due to
material dispersion and patch size mismatches, significant chromatic aberrations will be
present unless bandwidth is improved.
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The second aberration correction case, static correction of system aberration using
SMIRs, is especially interesting. For example, if the spherical aberration of an optical
system was known, a reflectarray layout can be designed for to introduce a phase shift, or
defocus, to offset the spherical aberration. Similarly, tilt could be corrected by
introducing a linear phase shift across the reflectarray surface. The other third and higher
order aberrations (coma, astigmatism, etc.) would be more difficult to correct for using a
reflectarray only, but, with proper analysis, reflectarrays may still play a significant role,
especially considering their design flexibility.

6.2.5 Further Cost Reduction

In its initial form, the designed reflectarray would still be expensive to fabricate
and deploy. Several cost reduction techniques should be considered and are outlined in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Further Reflectarray Cost Reduction Techniques
Issue
Possible Solution
High Cost of Metals
Several metals can be deposited in place of gold,
including silver and aluminum. Although hampered
by a native oxide layer, Aluminum would exhibit
better performance than gold due to its higher
reflectivity at MWIR and LWIR.
High Cost of E-beam Lithography From about 8 – 12 μm, the necessary reflectarray
patch sizes should be large enough to utilize optical
lithography or nano-imprint technology. Both of
these approaches are cheaper than e-beam
lithography and are better suited for mass
production.
High Cost of Optical Flat
The main purpose of the optical flat is to insure no
fringe shifting is introduced by the substrate. As
SMIR technology matures, studies will be carried
out to characterize what tolerances restrict
reflectarray operation and cheaper substrates can be
employed.
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